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The author died shortly before this book was published. Written in her final months before dying 
of cancer, Calderone-Stewart gives her most urgent hopes and advice for young people. If you knew 
that you had a short time to live, what would you say to people, and how would you say it?

In chapter 2, Calderone-Stewart says, “Most of us are so fragile inside. The smallest things can take 
away our confidence.” She goes on to talk about popularity, beauty, and being your best self. What 
do you think it takes to find and become your best self? What things might get in the way of that?

One message of chapter 3 is this: A healthy relationship is like a gentle dance. What does the author 
mean by that? How can we be gentle—in conversation or in sexuality? And how is a relationship 
like a dance?

Calderone-Stewart admits, in chapter 4, that she wasn’t always a good daughter or sister. But when 
she realized that her behavior was ungrateful and unloving, she decided to make a change. What 
did she do? How can a person change to make family life better and happier? How can you deal 
with a family situation that has its problems—that is, how can you avoid being part of the problem?

Chapter 5 has the statement: “Authentic is the new cool.” Authenticity is a combination of 
integrity, honesty, and service. Think of someone you know who is authentic. How does that person 
demonstrate authenticity? For you, what’s the hardest part of being authentic? What’s the most 
satisfying aspect of living an authentic life?



What’s the most creative thing you’ve ever done? When do you know that your imagination is 
stimulated and working well? What can you do to inspire creativity and imagination in your life, 
especially when your day isn’t so exciting or inspiring?

At the end of chapter 8, Calderone-Stewart says that “learning to forgive is one of the most essential 
tasks of adulthood.” What have you learned about forgiving others and being forgiven? What 
happens to a person who holds on to anger rather than forgives?

As a cancer patient, the author understood quite well that she was living on borrowed time. But 
she urges every person to live fully because we never know how long we have. She encourages us 
to cherish memories and make each moment count. How do you cherish memories? If this month 
were your last month on earth, what would you say to the people in your life? What would you do?

“It takes time to understand the meaning in our lives,” writes Calderone-Stewart. “In order to take 
the time, we need to make reflection a priority.”  For you, what gets in the way of being reflective? 
What suggestions does Calderone-Stewart offer for living a “reflected-upon” life? How can you 
build reflection into your daily or weekly schedule?

In chapter 11, the author tells us to “Go ahead—take the plunge.” She means that it’s not enough 
to sit on the sidelines but that each one of us needs to get truly engaged with life. And then she 
makes this important statement: “Don’t wait for perfection; wonderful is good enough.” What do 
you think she means by that? What are you waiting for? How do you plan to take the plunge?
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Youth minister Lisa-Marie Calderone-Stewart gives a powerful testament  
to life in I Wasn’t Dead When I Wrote This, a collection of the best practical  
advice she has given and received while working with young people.  
Written in her final months before dying of cancer, here are a few examples 
of Calderone-Stewart’s wise counsel: 

Learning how to forgive is one of the most essential tasks of adulthood.

You don’t have to save the world. 
You only have to find the one area in which you can serve. 

Don’t waste a minute of your life regretting who you are  
or wondering why you couldn’t be some other person.

You are just what the world needs now.

It is never too late to change your life or to shape someone else’s—and 
Calderone-Stewart does just that with this honest, heartfelt perspective 
on living written a few months before dying.

“The best part of my life has been the  
honor of sharing this tree branch with you...”

Lisa-Marie Calderone-Stewart was the founder of  
Tomorrow’s Present, a leadership group for young people, 
and a popular author of many books. After a long illness, 
she died in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and is survived by her 
two sons.
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